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SUMMERTIME MEANS GREEN 

LAWNS, BLUE SWIMMING POOLS 

AND CAMPING AND WE HAVE A 

FEW TIPS AND PRODUCTS WHICH 

SHOULD ENSURE ALL THREE OF 

THESE AREAS ARE WELL TAKEN 

CARE OF. 

The new range of K-rain Adjustable Arc Rotary 

Nozzles will make a wonderful and durable 

Christmas gift to ensure your lawn remains 

brown-patch free this summer. Read about it on 

page 13. And once you’ve watered your lawn you 

may want to get one of the quality products from 

Wolf Garden, who have just appointed Prodist as 

a distributor for the agri-market, to ensure your 

lawn is manicured to perfection. Read about Wolf 

Garden’s illustrious history on page 12.

We have a range of products to ensure your pool 

remains crystal clear this summer, but in addition to 

the products, we’ve included a list of handy tips for 

you to tick off to stay cool, including weekly tasks 

and daily tasks. Take note of it on page 15.

If you’re heading to the coast for the holidays, or 

have decided to spend some time roughing it in 

the bush, do not leave home without having a look 

at the essential camping / hiking products from 

our outdoor brand, Basecamp. All is revealed on 

page 16.

We have important news about Zircon’s range of 

slasher replacement parts on page 4, something 

hot and spicy on page 10 and the discussion on our 

exciting tool range on page 8.

All this and loads more in this the final edition of 

2017.

Allow me to thank you for you continued support. 

From all of us at Prodist, we wish you happy 

holidays.

Enjoy your break and come back refreshed.

THE SEASON HAS STARTED AND 

WE ARE VERY FORTUNATE TO HAVE 

RECEIVED SOME GOOD RAINS IN 

CERTAIN AREAS OF OUR COUNTRY. 

PRODIST HAS BEEN EXPERIENCING 

AMAZING GROWTH IN OUR 

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AND IS SET TO 

TAKE THE MARKET BY STORM.

We have a strong systems division and you 
can be assured that we offer the best 
service in the business.  Firstly we receive 

the bill of quantity and price the complete project, 
which can include Grundfos and KSB Pumps, Zest/
Weg and CMG motors, electrical control panels, 
suction pipes, foot valves, all PVC, HDPE and LDPE 
mainlines, sub mains and laterals to the different 
emitters ranging from drippers, micro sprayers, 
impact sprinklers and water cannons. 

Once the quotation is accepted and ordered, Prodist 
then outsources all the items and delivers the 
complete project to our customer’s premises. This 
ensures timeous delivery of the project as in most 
cases the farmer is ready to plant his crop.

We offer our clients a complete quality solution to 
their Irrigation requirements.

For any enquiries, Feel free to Contact

Marie Vermeulen Tel: (+27) 010 045 0787

Rolien Trollip Tel: (+27) 010 045 0788

Daniel Braithwaite Tel: (+27) 010 045 0789. 

PRODIST IRRIGATION
SYSTEM PROJECTS  

Filter bank for a drip installation

KSB Close coupled Pump



TO THIS DAY MYSTERY 

STILL SURROUNDS THE 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE 

GREAT PYRAMIDS IN EGYPT. 

SCHOLARS AND HISTORIANS 

ARE AT ODDS ABOUT EXACTLY 

HOW THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS 

HOISTED AND SCULPTED 

THOSE HUGE LIMESTONE 

BLOCKS INTO POSITION. ONE 

THING WE DO KNOW FOR SURE 

IS THAT THERE WERE LOTS OF 

WORKMEN INVOLVED. NOW 

YOU NEED FRET NO MORE 

BECAUSE PRODIST BRINGS YOU 

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF 

WORKSMAN TOOLS TO ENSURE 

THAT YOU GET THE JOB DONE 

TO THE EXACT SPECIFICATIONS, 

JUST LIKE THE PHAROS OF OLD.

Whether you’re a plumber, builder, 
electrician or even a carpenter, you 
can trust that Worksman will have 

the tools you need for your trade, making every 
job that little bit easier. Have a look at their 
wide range of products available from Prodist at 
affordable prices.

Tools

Worksman offers a range of quality hand tools 
to help the professional tradesman, novice DIYer 
and everyone in between achieve the best results 
according to their ability. From screwdrivers 
and saws, to hammers and levels, Worksman 
has every hand tool you’ll need for work in and 
around the house, workshop and garage. 

So if you’re looking for tools that are durable, 
reliable and affordable, look no further than 
Worksman! All Worksman tools come with a 
lifetime warranty.
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GET YOUR WORKSMAN
FROM PRODIST

Toolboxes

Any workman, Egyptian or not, knows that when 
you’re on the job, convenience is key.  Which is 
why Worksman offers a wide range of toolboxes 
that you can fill with all the tools you’ll ever need, 
from a basic stackable to a cantilever toolbox. We 
also offer a range of water tight boxes with foam 
inserts that have a great deal of uses. Have a look 
at these beauties and place your order at Prodist 
now! 

ace your order 

THE di t ib t O t D

WMTB5015

3-in-1 Bolt Cutters

Aluminium Pipe 

Wrenches

Diagonal Cutting 

Pliers

Screwdriver Set

Worksman  

Claw Hammer

Worksman Hack Saw

Worksman Hand Saw

WMTB20122

WMTB3091



+27 58 852 1632
info@claasensdesigns.co.za | www.claasensdesigns.co.za

http://fwd2.co/claasens

• Original patent

• Cast aluminium 

• Fit onto table top 

• Durable epoxy finish 

• Adjustable to cut 2 - 9mm slices 
• Hardened steel blade

(Item Code HKM111)

Hand Biltong Multi Slicer

MECH FOCUS

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!
IMPORTANT NEWS FROM PRODIST REGARDING 

ZIRCON RANGE SLASHER REPLACEMENT PARTS.

AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY IN THE JUNE/

JULY DISTRIBUTOR MAGAZINE, PRODIST WILL 

NO LONGER BE DISTRIBUTING THE FALCON 

BRANDED PRODUCT RANGE.

Good news, however, is that Prodist is excited to announce the 
launch of the Zircon branded blades, replacement parts and 
renewal of the slasher parts range on offer to you. The Zircon range 

has been developed and sourced from factories producing for original 
manufacturers. 

Some bigger parts will be produced by ISO-certified  factories on behalf of 
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Prodist and will be produced to the same quality which you have become 
accustomed to. 

The H and M traditional numbers have been replaced by the Zircon number 
and all new parts will be branded with the Zircon logo and new number. 
Non-Falcon parts with H and M numbers will mostly remain the same. New 
reference charts have been designed to make the choice of blades easier for 
counter sales and customers. In addition fastening kits for the blades have 
been made up to minimise stock range, make selection easier and prevent 
stock losses.

The blades are being 
manufactured using Boron 
steel and the forging 
process makes use of robots 
to prevent temperature 
loss during forging. This 
ensures that hardness and 
uniformity are consistent. 

The blades are then quenched and placed in a furnace for heat treatment. 
This makes the blade more ductile and wear resistant. Quality testing is then 
done on samples out of every 50 – 100 produced and hardness testing is first 
on the list. 

The sample test blade then undergoes the “Offset and Dimensional  
inspection”. 

The test sample is then subjected to a bend or ductility test to make sure the 
blade does not fracture under bending force. The blades are then cleaned, 
painted and packaged. 

This whole process ensures that you receive a quality blade that has the 
same weight and dimensions, which ensures a vibration free application. It 
also ensures that the blade is hard enough to offer good wear resistance and 
flexible enough to prevent fracturing, giving your customer peace of mind 
and value for money.

Display shelves will be amended with the new range, while the branding 
and web interface have already been amended for all our online customers. 
New catalogues are being developed and will reach you as soon as they 
have been finalised. In addition, the necessary training has been done to 
ensure that sales staff can offer the products with confidence.

Please contact your regional Prodist sales manager to assist you with the 
implementation of  the range. 
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‘N PAAR 

REDES 

OM JOOSTE EN PRODIST TE KIES
MET AL DIE PRODUKTE WAT DAAR BUITE 

BESKIKBAAR IS, PROBEER ONS OM DIT VIR U 

MAKLIK TE MAAK OM DIE REGTE KEUSE TE MAAK 

WANNEER DIT BY SILINDERS KOM. HIER IS ‘N 

PAAR GOEIE REDES WAAROM U ALTYD ‘N JOOSTE 

SILINDER MOET KIES.

Die Jooste silinder benodig nie baie aandrywingskrag en produseer 
dus meer water as ‘n normale silinder, met minder moeite. Die 
silinder word vervaardig van moderne materiale soos vlekvrye 

staal en poli-uretaan, wat elektrolitiese korrosie van gegalvaniseerde 
pype aansienlik verminder - die pype hou dus langer. Silinderonderdele is 
geredelik beskikbaar en het kleurkodes vir maklike identifisering, volgens 
grootte (50mm bruin, 60mm geel, 70mm pers, 80mm groen en 100mm 
oranje).

Daar is twee reekse Jooste silinders, naamlik die AS en RDS, wat beskikbaar is 
in verskeie groottes. Die AS silinder word gebruik vir boorgate met ‘n totale 
kop van 0 tot 60 meter en die RDS silinder is vir boorgate met ‘n totale kop 
van meer as 60 meter.

Jooste Suier en Pomp Maatskappy vervaardig vir die afgelope 50 jaar 
al windpompsilinders en het verskeie toekennings ontvang, wat insluit 
die ‘Cullinan Good Engineering Design Award’ en die ‘SASSDA Award for 
Recognition of Innovation and Excellence in Stainless Steel’. 

Jooste Suier en Pomp Maatskappy geniet erkenning as ‘n leier in die 
vervaardiging en verskaffing van hoë kwaliteit produkte wat ontwerp is 
om die strafste Afrika-toestande te weerstaan. Kry jou Jooste produkte nou 
by Prodist, wat die volgende insluit: Voetklep-aanpasser, Pypbeskermers, 
Vlotterkleppe, Roeskeerders en Drukkoppe!  

The RDS cylinders are effective for 
boreholes with a total head of 60m or 
more. Each RDS cylinder is supplied with 
a rust retainer which is installed on the 
last galvanised rod preventing rust from 
settling in the cylinder.  A rod guide 
is fitted in the discharge socket of the 
RDS cylinder which also prevents the 
plunger from hitting against the cylinder’s 
footvalve.  Because of the higher heads 
developed by the RDS, each cylinder 
is fitted with a double ring piston.  The 
RDS cylinders use the same footvalve as 
the AS cylinder.  550mm Cylinder with a 
370mm stroke.

AS70RDS

The Jooste force cylinder is used to pump water to high heads and over 
long distances from a dam, well or tank. The force cylinder consists of a RDS 
Jooste cylinder with a force head mounted on top of it. A baseplate can be 
mounted to the bottom of the cylinder which can then be fastened onto a 
concrete block. 550mm Cylinder with 370mm stroke length.

AS70F40

Consists of a stainless steel tube and plunger set, which moves 
up and down, with a pump rod and a foot valve. The foot valve is 
equipped with a valve stop. Used up to a depth of 60m. 450mm 
Cylinder with 320mm stroke length.

The ball valve is designed to deliver a full stream of water 
under high pressure. It can be fitted horizontally or vertically.

AS50

BV20X150HD
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K-RAIN Spray Nozzle
Spray complete np 4” with 10’ nozzle K-RAIN

KRNP4-KVF10

K-RAIN Rotary Spray
Rotator spray 3/4 inch rps75 K-RAIN

KRRPS75

Expansion Bolts
M20X180 20X60L

BW8560

Blue 52 5L
ACID BLU 52 5L

WL580-0029 Controller 6 Station Indoor
RPS46 K-RAIN

KR3506-220

Expansion BBo
M20X180 20X60L

BW8560

RPS46 K-RAIN

KR3506-220

KVF10

ray
RAIN
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Pump Fertilizer Petrol Briggs & 

Stratton 50mm
Briggs & Stratton 6HP fertilizer pump fitted with Bango 

thermoplastic pump with stainless steel bolts and nuts. Powered 

by a Briggs & Stratton 6HP petrol engine. Spacer between engine 

and pump protects engine against possible corrosion. Low oil shut-

down for engine protection. One year warranty. 

BGF50

Nitto Insulation Tape
A21 black 20m (10 per pack)

HMA2101

Resin Cable Joint
MX1 1.5-4MM

MX1

o Insulation Tape
ck 20m (10 per pack)

2101

esin Cable Joint
MX1 1.5-4MM

MX1
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GET YOUR SKUDO ON AT PRODIST
SKUDO™ INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS ARE A RANGE 

OF CONSUMABLE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE 

EQUIPMENT (PPE) TO DIY AND INDUSTRIAL 

MARKETS. SKUDO IS A PROUDLY PRODIST 

BRAND WHICH CONSTANTLY STRIVES TO 

BUILD PRODUCT LINES WITH A STRONG VALUE 

PROPOSITION OF QUALITY, INTEGRITY AND 

SAFETY.

Skudo products have been designed, sourced and rigorously tested 
with the utmost safety in mind.  Skudo is highly confident in the 
ability of its products to perform well in the workplace and beyond.

The brand holds a broad product line to assist customers in reducing the 
number of suppliers they use by being a single source for many different 
types of products, from gloves, earplugs, hardhats, eye protection to 
disposable overalls. 

Have a look at the array of products available from our warehouse now, and 
place your order to keep your customer’s workers as safe as can be on the 
job. 

Red PVC Open Cuff Gloves 35 cm- 

AGGPVC20HW

Heavy weight rough finish, for use against strong 
acids and bases, salts, other water solutions and 
alcohols.

Cotton Gloves 27 cm – AGGCC

Knitted, used to improve grip when handling 
slippery objects or to insulate hands from mild 
heat or cold.

C

K
sl
h

Gumboots in steel toe caps as well as non-steel toe 

caps. – SKGBNST10BL

Available in sizes 6 -12.

Tyson Defender Safety Earmuffs 

Skudo  - SKDEM

Every Moya Ffp1 Disposable  Dust  Mask Dust  

-SKFFP12

Fine filter particulate. Protects from inhaling 
damaging dust.

Safety Hard Hat Skudo -SKHHW

Polypropolene shell protects against 
falling objects.

Lime Coloured Reflective Vest -SKRVLS

 Flip Front Welding Goggles -SKWGFF

Flipfront welding goggles with shade 5 
lens for brazing and grinding.

st 

S

P
f

ont welding goggles with shade 5 
for brazing and grinding.

bjects or to insulate hands from mild 
ld.

e 



Get rid of ants 
NOW in and 
around the house!

Outside
Nip-it Ant Control

Inside and Outside
Knox Ant and Alphathrin

Handy tip:

Knox Ant: Active ingredient: Diazinon 240 g/l, Registration number: L7175, CAUTION, Registration Holder: Arysta 
LifeScience South Africa (Pty) Ltd. Co. Reg. No. 2009/019713/07. Alphathrin: Active Ingredient: Alpha-cypermethrin 
(Pyrethroid) 100 g/l, Registration number: L7850, HARMFUL, Registration Holder: Arysta LifeScience South Africa (Pty) Ltd. 
Co. Reg. No 2009/019713/07.  Nip-It: Active Ingredient: Hydramethylnon, Registration number: L8579, CAUTION, 
Registration Holder: Prinswer Manufacturing (Pty) Ltd. AllBuff: organic buffer system & alkylated phenol ethylene oxide 
condensate, 484,7 g/l, L6154, CAUTION Sprayfilm 10: terpenic polymer, 902,4 g/l, L7120, CAUTION Registration Holder: 
Arysta LifeScience South Africa (Pty) Ltd, reg no: 2009/019713/07 Distributed by: Protek, a division of PE BEE Agri (Pty) Ltd, 
PO Box 72, Heidelberg, 1438. Tel (011) 812 9800 or 0861 PROTEK (0861) 77 68 35, www.proteksa.co.za

For your Home and Garden!www.proteksa.co.za
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RETAIL TIPS
DID YOU KNOW THAT THE WEATHER AFFECTS 

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR AND PURCHASE 

DECISIONS?

Weather has the biggest influence on consumer behaviour after 
the economy, according to the British Retail Consortium. It affects 
consumers’ emotional state, drives their purchase decisions, 

and dictates how much they are willing to spend. The effects are far more 
pervasive than the obvious examples that spring to mind; ice cream selling 
on hot days, and umbrellas when it’s raining.

Understanding this relationship can pay huge dividends for both brands and 
performance marketers. By executing weather-based marketing campaigns, 
brands can gain a real competitive advantage.

Weather affects consumers on 3 levels; their purchase method, their mood, 
and their product choice.

Effect of Weather on Purchase Method

On the most basic level, weather affects which channels consumers use 
to make purchases. For instance, during warm and sunny days, bricks and 
mortar stores often enjoy more footfall, whereas during periods of inclement 
weather, traffic to online portals can increase. This study found that on wet 
or cold days there was a 12% increase in website traffic for retailers in the 
home and furniture, wholesale and clothing verticals - compared to that on 
warm and sunny days. 

Effect of Weather on Mood

The second way in which weather influences consumer behaviour is through 
its effect on mood. Studies show that temperature, humidity, air pressure, 
snowfall, and, especially sunlight can have a huge impact on a consumer’s 
mind frame and by extension their spending. A 2010 study by Kyle B. 
Murray revealed that exposure to sunlight dramatically increased levels 
of consumption as well as the amount spent per item. Experiments show 
consumers would willingly pay 37% more for green tea and 56% more for 
gym membership after being exposed to sunlight. 

Effect of Weather on Product Demand

As well as affecting our mood, our propensity to spend, and our preferred 
channels of purchase, weather is a critical driver of product demand. Luckily, 
weather-driven demand can be predicted with unerring accuracy - with 
identifiable trigger points. For instance, if temperatures reach over 18 
degrees in the UK, supermarkets know that there will be a 22% increase in 
fizzy drinks, 20% increase in juices and 90% increase in garden furniture. 
Likewise, a 1o F drop in temperature in the US can lead to a huge increase in 
sales of soup, porridge, and lip-care products.  

However it’s not just FMCG’s and low involvement products that are affected 
by weather. Weather can actually influence purchase decisions on high 
value, high involvement items like cars, houses, holiday bookings, high-end 
fashion apparel and insurance. A weather-driven PPC campaign for a Toyota 
4x4, which only showed during snowy weather, achieved exceptionally high 
click through rate. Holiday bookings have been proven to be inextricably 
linked to periods of inclement domestic weather, and this article shows that 
weather has a huge influence on what type of house or car you buy.

Conclusion

By cross-referencing point of sales data with historical weather information, 
brands can gain a deep understanding of these nuanced relationships. Used 
intelligently, weather is an easy win for marketers. (Edited from the original 
online at Weather Unlocked.) 
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HANDY ECLIPSE SAW BLADES

PRODIST IS PLEASED TO 

ANNOUNCE THAT IT IS NOW 

DISTRIBUTING ONE OF THE 

UK’S LEADING SAW BLADE 

MANUFACTURER’S RANGES 

KNOWN AS ECLIPSE BY SPEAR 

AND JACKSON IN THE UK.

Ideally suited to both DIY and professional 
users, Prodist offers an impressive range of 
Eclipse blades which will give you 30% more 

cutting power, a sharper first cut and have your 
blades last longer.

The Eclipse range of Shatterproof Blades is a 
virtually unbreakable bimetal blade for superb 
cutting performance, wear resistance and safety. 
The combination of an M2 High Speed ground 
cutting edge, electron-beam welded to a flexible 
alloy back gives a level of cutting power and 

flexibility that is far superior to edge hardened or 
conventional flexible blades. The unique ground 
tooth profile of the Plus 30 blade produces a 
faster and more aggressive cutting action that 
requires less effort and is more efficient than a 
standard blade. Cuts through all types of metals 
including alloy and stainless steels.

Eclipse All Hard Blades is a rigid, All Hard ground 
blade for highly accurate cutting and long life. 
The All Hard blade is manufactured entirely 
from top quality M2 High Speed Steel and each 
blade is precisely hardened throughout its entire 
width to give a strong, rigid back, thus ensuring a 
perfectly straight cut time after time.

Call Prodist now to place your order and find out 
more about the full range on offer which includes 
some the world’s best-selling saw frames as well.

All Eclipse products are supplied with a full 
guarantee and the assurance that they are 
manufactured to the highest standards and 
tolerance levels. 

GIVES CUSTOMERS A CUTTING EDGE!
Double Edge Hacksaw 

Blade - ECHD0024

Carbon Steel 2Pk Wallet 

Hacksaw Blade 

 - ECHWL32

 Junior Metal Hacksaw Blade  

- ECNT71-132

Mini Hacksaw

 - ECNT70-675

t

ECECECHW

J

- EC
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TURN UP THE HEAT THIS SUMMER 

WITH CROWN NATIONAL AND PRODIST
DID YOU KNOW THAT IN 

CULTURES WITH THE HOTTEST 

TEMPERATURES PEOPLE OFTEN 

EAT HOT AND SPICY FOODS 

TO STAY COOL? AND THE WAY 

IT WORKS IS QUITE SIMPLE, 

ACCORDING TO DR GOOGLE, 

SPICY FOODS MAKE YOU SWEAT, 

WHICH HELPS YOU COOL DOWN 

FASTER. GO FIGURE!

And this summer you will be pleased to 
know that Prodist and Crown National 
have gone the extra mile to make sure 

you stay super cool in the heat. Please enjoy the 

complementary spice sachet included in this 
edition of The Distributor. The Crown National 
spice range has a proven reputation to enhance 
the flavours of any dish, and we have featured 
them in previous edition. This time however 
Prodist is excited to introduce Crown Spices’ new 
Fire and Spice flavours which will take your eating 
experience from ordinary to extraordinary, and of 
course keep your cool levels seriously cool.

The range is available in easy to use (perfect for 
camping or day trips so as not to waste) 7gram 
sachets which comes in a customer friendly 
skillet that holds 20 sachets. 

These sachets are set to fly off the shelves, 
especially if displayed at till points or as a way 
to enhance your outdoor cooking and camping 
offering. 

But don’t take our word for it, use the free sample 
you’ve received. Maybe you struck it lucky with 
a packet of Mzanzi chicken seasoning, turning 
tonight’s chicken dish into a masterpiece. Or turn 
your next chicken flatty into a taste extravaganza 
with a sachet of lip-licking Portuguese Peri Peri. 
Of course, if you received the sachet of Six Gun 
Grill Shisanyama spice, just whip up a great beef, 
chicken or lamb grill or stew.

Cook up a storm this summer with Crown 
National and Prodist! Call us now! 
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WOLF GARDEN APPOINTS PRODIST 
AS DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE AGRI-MARKET

PRODIST’S REPUTATION FOR 

THE EFFECTIVE DISTRIBUTION 

OF QUALITY, RELIABLE BRANDS 

AND PRODUCTS HAS BEEN 

FURTHER ENHANCED BY THE 

ANNOUNCEMENT THAT IT HAS 

BEEN APPOINTED DISTRIBUTOR 

FOR WOLF GARDEN PRODUCTS 

IN THE AGRI-MARKET.

This means that the full range of services, 
parts and accessories on Wolf Garden 
products like lawnmowers, trimmers, 

chainsaws and blowers is available from Prodist.

The Wolf Garden brand comes with an 88 year 
history of garden revolution. It all started many 
years ago when, while walking home from work, 
Gregor Wolf had the small, but revolutionary idea 
to create the draw hoe, a tool designed to make 
agricultural work eaisier. 

First in Europe

Gregor developed it in 1927 in the ironware 
factory his father August Wolf had founded 
together with his sons Gregor and Otto in 1922. 
This initial innovation was followed by many 
others. In 1953 the Wolf company, known as 
WOLF Geralte GmbH, was the first company in 
Europe to offer lawnmowers with rotating blades. 
Not long after, in 1958, Wolf introduced the first 
electric lawnmower to the European market 
prior to developing the world’s most silent petrol 
lawnmower in 1975. 

Later global innovations helped give the 
brand the distinctive Wolf face on a red 
backgroud. 

Get it from Prodist now!

The company has received numerous quality 
awards and achieved excellent results in 
comparative testings while promoting 
environmentally compatible technologies 
in times of climate change. Wolf Garden 
has earned the trust of both novice as 

well as professional gardeners throughout 
Europe and now Prodist is delighted to bring 

this reputable brand and its trusted 
products to the South African agri-

market. Have a look at some of 
the products below and call us 

now to place your order! 
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DON’T YOU JUST HATE IT WHEN YOUR PRISTINE 

LAWN HAS THAT ODD BROWN SPOT HERE AND 

THERE DUE TO INCONSISTENT SPRAYING?  IF YOU 

DO, YOU NEED TO GET K-RAIN’S ADJUSTABLE ARC 

ROTARY NOZZLES FROM PRODIST!

Designed to sit atop a standard pop-up spray head, K-Rain’s viscous-
controlled rotary nozzles offer a consistent rotation speed for highly 
uniform and efficient watering. Because they have only one moving 

part, they’re designed to last for decades. Colour coding Indicates one of 
three radius options for easy identification.

A closer look at the K-Rain rotary nozzle

With K-Rain rotary nozzle technology you get:

Water saving: up to 30% more efficient than conventional sprayers.
Low application rate: reduces run-off on slopes and clayey soils.

 High uniformity: outstanding coverage, eliminates brown spots.
 Matched precipitation: across every arc and radius. Mix and match with 
traditional rotors.

 Multiple stream technology: beautiful to watch, wind-resistant.

New Installations

Thanks to their low flow rates, K-Rain rotary nozzles streamline the 
installation of new systems, reducing both labour and material costs.

Product 
Range

HAWKINS 

Hawkins is the leading South African 
battery charger manufacturer since 1961

SMART 15 12V BATTERY CHARGER

AUTO PRO 10 12/24V BATTERY 
CHARGER

POWER 8 BATTERY CHARGER
• A Charger for a 12 volt battery
• Suitable for sealed lead acid batteries as well as all auto-

motive lead acid  batteries
• The charger can be left to the charger indefinitely 
• Offers smart technology plus the advantage of a power-

ful charger

• Three stage temperature compensated fully automatic 
microprocessor controlled units

• Suitable for charging all types of Lead / Calcium-, Flood-
ed-, Maintenance Free-, Sealed-, Gel and AGM batteries

• Designed for flooded lead acid batteries.
• Trickles past the nominal 13,8V of fully charged battery 

and must be monitored periodically
• Not recommended for sealed batteries
• Thermal overload protection
• Automatic circuit breaker protection

S h f i
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 More heads per zone (smaller pipe, fewer valves and smaller controller).
 Mix and match with traditional rotors to cover smaller areas.
 Efficient watering of parkway strips, medians, side yards and more.
 Choice of radius options accommodates curved landscape designs.

Water-Smart Retrofits

K-Rain rotary nozzles can improve virtually any existing systems’ water 
efficiency. They also restore the viability of installations with poor coverage 
or inadequate hydraulics.

 Correct for improper spacing of existing spray heads.
 Low pressure operation for marginal systems.

NO MORE BROWN SPOTS WITH K-RAIN

Three Nozzle Radius Options
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HOW TO USE YOUR
LASHER FERTILISER 

SPREADER EFFECTIVELY

CONGRATULATIONS ON ACQUIRING YOUR NEW 

LASHER FERTILISER SPREADER FROM PRODIST. 

NOW READ CAREFULLY BELOW TO MAKE SURE 

YOU PUT IT TO THE BEST USE TO GET YOUR LAWN 

AND FLOWER BEDS PERFECT FOR THE SEASON.

It’s all in the way you walk

How fast do you walk when using a rotary spreader for fertiliser?

Measure the spreader’s dispersal pattern for each new lawn product. Place 
the spreader at the front edge of a 12-ft. wide by 20-ft. long swept off 
section of your driveway. Make sure the flow lever is closed, fill the hopper, 

Polypan Wheelbarrow 3 piece garden set Combination Rake

Ladies Fork
and Spade

Kudu
Hedge ShearBow

Visit www.lasher.co.za or find us on  

 www.facebook.com/LasherToolsSA/

then open the 
flow lever and push the 
spreader for three paces at your normal 
walking speed.

God bless the rains in Africa

How do you apply fertiliser to your lawn?

A day or two before applying fertiliser, water your lawn thoroughly. After 
grass dries, apply fertiliser, then water again lightly. This second watering is 
vitally important, because it washes fertiliser off the grass blades and into 
the soil.

Call Prodist now to place your order! 

spreader for three paces at your normal

then open the
flow lever and push the 

d f h l
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SUMMER TIME… AND 

THE LIVING IS EASY...

YOU’VE WORKED HARD ALL SPRING TO GET YOUR 

SUMMER BODY READY FOR THE POOL. THE LAST 

THING YOU WANT TO STRESS ABOUT IS KEEPING 

YOUR POOL IN GOOD SHAPE WHILE ENJOYING A 

DIP IN THE HEAT OF THE DAY. SO, WE AT PRODIST 

HAVE PUT TOGETHER THIS HANDY GUIDE TO 

KEEP YOUR POOL IN TIP TOP CONDITION THIS 

SUMMER.

A well designed private pool needs fewer than 20 minutes of 
maintenance per week, or even less if the products and solutions 
available on the market are used that automate and simplify 

this process, such as automatic pool cleaners and regulation and control 
systems.

Pool maintenance involves more than just looking after water sanitation and 
clarity. Aspects such as safety, cleaning the pool’s surroundings, the build-up 
of chemical products, the pump room and the fencing around the pool are 
of vital importance to make sure the pool is a safe place to spend leisure 
time.

WHAT TASKS SHOULD BE DONE DAILY?

1. Removing leaves, insects and other suspended particles from the water.

2. Testing pH levels and adjusting them to between 7.2 and 7.6 if necessary. 
If an automated control and regulation system is used, it should be set to 
keep the pH in this range at all times.

3. Testing the levels of free residual chlorine and adjusting the values to 
between 1 and 2 ppm. If product dispensers are used, they should be set 
to keep the levels of chlorine in this range at all times.

WHAT JOBS SHOULD BE DONE WEEKLY?

1. Checking and emptying the drains at the bottom of the pool and the 
skimmer/weir baskets.

2. Cleaning the pump’s pre-filter basket to prevent dirt from building up 
which could reduce its performance.

3. Checking the pressure of the filter and backwashing it. This process is 
essential for keeping the filter medium in a good state of repair and 
making the filtration process highly efficient.

4. Cleaning the pool walls and bottom using manual or automatic cleaning 
equipment.

5. Adding the maintenance dose of algaecide whenever necessary.

6. If you are using a chlorine floater, check the level of contents and replace 
if necessary.

7. Check and balance all chemical parameters in the pool.

And if all of this is a bit Greek to you, just call us now at Prodist and we’ll not 
only talk you through the process, but will recommend the perfect product 
from our range to make sure your pool stays crystal clear this summer. 

WAT580-9503

WO800W

WL580-6000

SP273-002

Acrobat Poolcleaner Complete with Hoses

Swimming Pool Pump 

Wortex 800W 230V

Pool Maintenance 

System Blu 52  

50 000L Pool

Poolskim White 

Normal Speck

00
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52  
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DIS SOMER,   
DIS KAMPEERTYD 

- DIS TYD OM PRODIST 

TE SKAKEL!

VOEL JY DIT? DIE ENERGIE IN DIE LUG. DIE REUK 

VAN SOMER, WAT DIE LENTE VERDRYF EN ONS 

MET NUWE LEWENSLUS VUL. DIT BETEKEN OOK 

DAT DIT TYD IS OM PRODIST TE SKAKEL EN 

JOU BASECAMP KAMPEERGEREEDSKAP REG TE 

KRY, SODAT JY GEREED IS VIR JOU VAKANSIE BY 

DIE SEE, JOU STAPTOG OF JOU GUNSTELING 

KAMPEERPLEK VIR DIE SOMERVAKANSIE.

Ons het hope kampeertoerusting wat sal verseker dat jou 
kampeerondervinding ‘n absolute plesier is. Prodist is super-
opgewonde om Basecamp se nuwe produkreeks aan jou voor te 

stel, wat insluit: duffelsakke, visvangsakke, koelsakke en gazebo’s, om maar 
‘n paar te noem.

Basecamp se nuwe reeks reistoebehore is duursaam en betroubaar. Die 
duffelsak het groot kompartemente wat dit meer gemaklik en gerieflik maak 
om mee te reis. Die gemaklike skouerbande, kompartemente wat help om 
jou bagasie te organiseer en super-sterk lusse waarmee die sak met gemak 
gedra kan word. 

Jy sal alles kan saamneem wat jy nodig het, aangesien dit beskikbaar is in 
50ℓ, 70ℓ of 90ℓ. 

Die nuwe Extreme Fishing sakke word gemaak van uitstekende kwaliteit 
materiaal en is duursaam en sterk. Dit het kompartemente en ‘n rits en sal 
jou visgereedskap en individuele klein items veilig hou en voorkom dat dit 
uitval. Dié sakke sal jou hande vry hou en jou gereedskap binne maklike 
bereik voor jou te alle tye. Dit het ook verstelbare belde wat verseker dat jy 
te alle tye gemaklik sal wees. 

Die nuwe Hiking Backpack is ergonomies ontwerp met ‘n uitstekende balans 
tussen gemak, goeie organisasie en duursaamheid.  Die Basecamp ontwerp 
is ruim genoeg vir enige reis, of dit vir ‘n dag of vir ‘n week lank is.

Wees wys in die son. 

Die Basecamp Dome Gazebo (3.50m x 3.50m) is maklik om op te slaan en het 
staanruimte vir die gemiddelde grootte persoon. Dit is ideaal vir aktiwiteite 
soos pieknieks, partytjies en sport- of besigheidsaktiwiteite. Dit kom in ‘n sak 
sodat dit maklik gedra en opgeberg kan word. Die materiaal is 1000mm Pu 
met UV50+ beskerming.    

Skakel Prodist nou om jou bestelling te plaas en vind meer uit omtrent 
die volledige reeks beproefde en betroubare Basecamp produkte wat 
aangebied word. 
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FL6-068512

FL6-075443

HB5-966

TB2104-35L

HB5-966

Fishing Bag Small Extreme Basecamp

600D Canvas-looking polyester. U-Shape for easy 
use. 210D lining. Nylon zipper. Moulded EVA board.

Large Fishing Bag Extreme 

Basecamp

3 Fishing accessory boxes. U-Shape for 
easy use. 600D canvas-looking polyester. 
210D Lining. nylon zipper

Cooler Bag Backpack Basecamp

Two compartment bag with shoulder 
straps for easy carrying. 600D Polyester. 
Dimensions: 34cmx25cmx56cm.

Gazebo Dome 3.5X3.5m Basecamp

With carry bag. 190T - PU1000MM taffeta fabric 
UV50+. Silver coated inner. Frame: D19mm 
powder coated steel tube.

Bag Hiking Day Pack Extreme 

Basecamp

Roll top with extension space. 600D polyester, 
210D lining. Nylon zipper. Moulded EVA.

LP-70825
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TALON-TAAI

Talon Tough Tools het 30 jaar daaraan gewy om duursame toerusting te ontwikkel en aan 
die wêreldmark te verskaf. Elke produk lewer elke keer betroubare gehalteprestasie. Die 
Talon-tuinprodukreeks is gebou om Suid-Afrika se strafste toestande te deurstaan en 
sluit ‘n verskeidenheid van elektriese en petrolkettingsae, snyers en heiningknippers asook 
petrolaangedrewe grassnyers, waterpompe en kragopwekkers in. Alle Talon-toerusting word 
gedek deur ‘n omvattende eenjaarwaarborg van Creative Equipment.

Tree met ons in verbinding vir jou
naaste handelaar: 011 828 5085  
sales@talontools.co.za
www.talontools.co.za


